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Reptilian Overlords by Sage Ruiz
As a sort of umbrella term, reptilian conspiracies can branch into some pretty crazy
sub-conspiracies, but some of them are backed by evidence and science, while
others sound like

they came right out of a sci-fi movie. In fact, as of 2013, at least 12 million Americans
believe that our politics are being monitored and controlled by celestial, reptilian
beings. And if that didn't sound crazy enough, it gets better: some of those people
will think that these beings have been here since the dawn of time, while others will
say that they've been visiting us periodically since Egyptian society had been
established, and others will try to tell you that they came during the crash in Roswell.
Despite how they got here to begin with, they have been here for decades, maybe
even centuries or millenia, but as reptilians, they also have a mortal life. This means
that they have been reproducing somehow, and here's where things take another
turn towards crazy. These beings have supposedly been altering the human DNA to
make it compatible with their own, and in turn have created or produced crossbreeds between humans and reptilians, which could have been gods or demi-gods
during ancient Babylonian/Mesopotamian time. Because of this cross-breeding, 2
classes of reptilian were born, full bloods and the cross-breeds. These 2 classes are
different in more than just one way, from the way they disguise themselves to their
own self-consciousness.
While a full blood will know that they are a reptile, a hybrid or cross-breed won't
necessarily. Full bloods allegedly use vibrations that alter the human perception of
them, making
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them appear as normal humans without any physical change, whereas a hybrid will
typically think it is a regular human, but will be under the control of the lower fourth
dimension (which we'll come back to in a minute) to push forward whatever their
agenda may be. Amongst these 2 classes, are also different "species" if you will, with
different levels of authority in an established hierarchy.
If you've ever heard of Rh negative blood types, then you are in for a roller coaster
of emotions. Just stick with me, this might get a little tricky to follow, but having Rh
negative blood is extremely rare, with only about 15% of the the United States
population being born with it, and 6-7% in the world (approximately 500 million
people). It also means that you don't have the Rhesus monkey protein in your blood
cells, unlike the Rh+ factor. This is a rather big deal, for if an Rh+ woman were to
conceive a child, that child would run a 50% chance of being Rh-, which would result
in the mothers Rh- fighting anti-bodies basically attacking the fetus. A mother's body
attacking it's own offspring is unheard of in any other animals, for it usually happens
when the baby is not viable, or compatible with the mother. The only other
documented cases of this rare occurrence have taken place between horse and
donkey, when the mule fetus is not viable. Otherwise, an animal is able to reproduce
with any other creature of its own species, so why does this happen?
Let me tell you why: when an animal mates with another animal that is not of it's
own species, the offspring will either never form to begin with, or die in the womb.
The origin of the Rh negative factor in human blood is still unknown, and, again, has
only occurred during the cross-breeding between a donkey and a horse, resulting in
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a sterile Rh- mule.
Now that we have that foundation lain down, the Rh- factor is currently only
documented during cross-breeding. If the reptilian overlords (for lack of a better
word) had altered the

human DNA to make cross-breeding for the sake of reproduction and inadvertently
had left a trace of this Rh- factor behind, we could trace their existence as far back
as it could scientifically go. After all, only creatures of similar genetic makeup can
reproduce successfully, so where does this incompatible blood line come from?
Rh blood is recessive, so it will not very often be passed on from parent to child
unless both parents have Rh blood types. But, here's another what if:
What if the reptilians are still here as we speak, and they have been here for
generations, through royal families, political parties, governmental experimentations,
and who knows what else they could have reign over?
And blood is supposedly very important to these beings, from consuming it, to
keeping their bloodlines pure, this red liquid influences their every day life in one way
or another. Keeping this Rh- factor in mind, imagine if they did come here during
early 4800 B.C, and started the early civilizations of Babylon and Egypt, and they
were seen as demi-gods, therefor having good reason to only mate within their own
family tree, keeping the bloodlines pure.
"The leader of the Earth's Illuminati is called the "Pindar". The Pindar is a member of
one of the 13 ruling Illuminati families, and is always male. The title, Pindar, is an
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abbreviated term for "Pinnacle of the Draco".
Symbolically, this represents the top of power, control, creation, penetration,
expansion, invasion, and fear." (http://humansarefree.com/2014/07/the-reptilianaliens-and-council-of-13.html)

I'm sure all of you are familiar with Prince Charles, right? Well, there have been a
few situations with him and the rest of his family that have nearly revealed their
identities, one of the allegations from Princess Diana herself. She says they are
"literally not human" and "reptiles" She had grown to believe that the British
monarchy was her enemy, not her friend. The M16 and M17 members, along with
members of parliament and military offices swear an oath to the monarch, not the
United Kingdom. In fact, this allegation came to the light once again when Princess
Diana was assasinated. Mohamed Al-Fayed, the father of Diana's lover, Dodi AlFayed, brought up the fact that Prince Charles could have placed a price on her
head for her attempts to expose him and his family.
Here are just a few videos of reptilian powers, if you're still skeptical.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHjbK1cGyGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPKQWe1I-Yk
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